Are We Facing Socialism or Fascism
There is no such thing as democratic socialism. There are social democratic capitalist systems of
government like in Europe where many social programs exist under capitalism. This is only allowed to go
so far by the capitalist elites and their supporting governmental party or parties.
Socialism or Democratic Socialism is an illusionary belief that massive redistribution of wealth can take
place to provide ‘equity’ to all members of society. The illusion is that a government can exist to
accomplish this by eliminating the benefits of wealth production to the organizers of productive
enterprise. Then the wealth can be distributed to the middle and lower classes and low unproductive
individuals. The reason this is illusionary is that the capitalists have supportive elements in the
government elite and military. They will side with the capitalists and will direct the military to act as
enforcers. More importantly if there isn’t enough reward for investments then investments don’t take
place and then there are no jobs. Secondly, if benefits are equal despite the willingness to work then
there is no incentive to work at all and this leads to little or no production.
Left political radicals are pushing for more and more equity within the governmental system. Other
elements within the governmental system are attempting to consolidate political and military power by
purging those who might resist more authoritarian control. It is thought by the far left that this
authoritarian control is for the implementation of the equity program. Actually, it is the precursor of
more authoritarian control by the governmental elements loyal to capitalist class’s control of the
society.
Issues for domination of politics and economics in the world continue to grow. The authoritarian
systems of state government control have grown in power. There are two ‘communist’ countries, Russia
and China, and one regional authoritarian religious based system, Iran. World conditions have reached a
situation similar to conditions just before the Second World War. That war was fought over the division
of the world’s economic resources and markets. The current conflicts, the ‘Warm’ war, is likewise over
economic resources and future markets. Anti-American capitalist elites are moving towards a more
centralized government and control of the populace to be more competitive.
During the period before the outbreak of WW II authoritarian capitalist governments arose in Germany
and Italy and an already authoritarian capitalist government existed in Japan. The governments in
Germany and Italy have been called Fascist but they were capitalist governments. The capitalist class
allied with popular political parties that pulled the countries out of depressive circumstances and saved
capitalist control of the means of production in those two countries. However, the leaders went further
towards expansion and war resulted. While the war in Europe raged the U.S. initially held back.
Eventually the U.S. entered into the war. This brought the U.S. economy out of depression and
expanded U.S. capitalist’s prospects throughout the world. The sacrifice and hard work of workers
during the war resulted in victory and great rewards following the war.
Let us be clear, Fascism is an authoritarian form of capitalism. When trouble arises for maximum profits,
a significant section of the capitalist class will ally with a political party willing to become more
authoritarian to control the society. This is what we are experiencing in the U.S. today.

For nearly 40 years the Democrat and Republican parties acted jointly on behalf of elements of the
capitalist class. They allowed the outsourcing of production to China and other countries. The focus,
however, was to gain a major foothold in the huge and growing Chinese market. The election of Donald
Trump caught the U.S. elites by surprise. His policies, particularly returning jobs to the U.S., ending the
supply chain dominance by China, and ending the massive trade imbalance threatened the previous
capitalist order and their minions. What is even more threatening to these elites is that Trump received
74 million votes from those who supported him. This after more than four years of massive false attacks
by the media and Democrat Congressional and deep state actors and the attempts to remove him from
office. Even after he was fraudulently denied a second term tens of thousands attended the Stop the
Steal Rally.
This is why the Democrats turned the January 6th demonstration into a false flag insurrection and began
a campaign to label all of Trump’s supporters Domestic Terrorists. Their fear of the populace is why they
have begun a campaign to hunt patriots out of the military so that it becomes a force that can be used
to suppress future demonstrations by force.
The Democratic regime is rapidly moving down the road to becoming a Fascist government. Saying the
Democrats are moving towards Socialism is not accurate. The Democrat Party is using promises of
greater social benefits to attract the masses. They make it appear they are against capitalist profits. The
reality is that they are not seriously threatening the capitalist elite control. The elites of the Democrat
Party are in alliance with the Tech firms and major capitalists and the real program is to undermine
democratic rights on a march to authoritarian capitalism, towards Fascism. Why? So that investments of
technology and production can continue to flow into China to result in massive profits in the largest
market in the world. They produce goods in China at low wages and sell the products to us at inflated
prices reaping massive profits. The Democrat Party elites and some Republicans in alliance with the antiAmerican sector of the capitalist elite are betraying the basis on which our nation was founded. The U.S.
population be damned.
Trump exposed what they stand for. It will take every one of us to fight to return the government to the
founding principles on which our nation was founded. Voting yes, but pickets and massive resistance
including mass peaceful demonstrations, with peace marshals, will be necessary to show our numbers
and attract more individuals. If Antifa and other counter demonstrators attack us we will have to have
well disciplined squads prepared to defend ourselves. The Democrat Party has declared war on us and is
using the intelligence gathering institutions, and the CIA, DOJ, and FBI against us. We must take back
Congress, the House and Senate, in 2022 and the Presidency in 2024. Then the upper ranks of these
agencies, including the State Department and the infected top brass in the military need to be removed.
Then the campaign will continue to primary out both Democrats and Republicans who are agents of the
anti-American sector of the capitalist elite. A national news broadcast network will have to be
established to call out and totally discredit the false news programming that took place during Trump’s
presidency. If we understand what we are facing and respond in a massive way we can save the nation
but if we don’t understand what is going on and respond weakly we will not succeed. We must unite
everyone in this struggle. Victory Can Be Ours. Glenwood Boatman Vermilion, Ohio 419 345-3735

